Just so you know! . . . . April 14, 2020
Ideas, hints and opinions
By David Spears

. . . PDF’s can talk?? I simply opened the file on the screen and touched ‘Read Aloud.’ Am I the
only one that didn’t know this? My computer talked to me!! It read the entire page and did a
nice job! Note: I found a file from 2011 that it read for me - this must have been going on for a
long time.
. . . A March 19th Dept. 56 email informed me “New 2020 Village available to ship end of March,
Pre-order Now.” Note: We all know that this has changed. See more on page 4.
. . . When I first saw the 7 by 8 inch size on ‘Building A Snowman.’ I thought it looked like a
good idea. The animated Dept. 56 2020 intro includes two children playing on a pond. It sure
looks like one of them is pushing a large ball of snow. I’m guessing the name of the accessory
sort of confirms it. That, and the other two ‘snowballs’ sitting next to the rink. Did I say the
smaller size is a good thing? Cost $90.

. . . Hint: Don’t ask my wife “what do you call those big balls of snow that you make snowmen
out of?” She absolutely loved to give me the obvious answer, “snowballs!” She laughed a whole
lot and still smiles (a whole lot) when she thinks about it – or tells someone.
. . . Vanessa Taylor “renovated to fit” her ‘Metropolitan Art Museum.’ She has painted the tall
columns red and added Chinese writing. This Dept. 56, Christmas In The City building, is now in
her very interesting Chinatown. I noticed she has lots of, other than Dept. 56, Oriental
accessories that we also own. Probably can be explained that we have shopped at gatherings
with Vanessa – it has been awhile. You can see her Chinatown on pages 14 and 15 of the
current Village D-Lights.
. . . Use a mirror as a display base, a nice suggestion by Stephen Pepin in the Winter 20192020 Issue of Village D-Lights. We’ve only used mirrors as skating rinks and rivers. And, as
backgrounds. You can see his display picture on page 10 of the most recent VDL.
. . . City Lights, in their current VDL ad said, ‘We Are Now Again Buying all Villages.’ 800262-5335 or Info@CityLightsCollectbles.com. Note: I have found City Lights good to work with we really enjoyed our visit to their store in San Diego.
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. . . Original Snow Village Christmas Lane ‘North Pole House’ ”a charming green stucco
house” with a large LED ‘North Pole’ sign on the roof; decorated yard; 2020 Dept. 56 intro. We
do no Snow Village, but I would like/appreciate a different color house in a neighborhood (if we
did SV).

. . . There is a complete list of Dept. 56 2020 Village Introductions in the Winter 2019-2020
Issue of Village D-Lights. Notice I said “list.” It has limited photos. I mention this because of the
timing. The list was available online in January (ENESCO), on the Dept. 56 website since, in the
2020 Dept. 56 Village Brochure, on the NCC website, and some dealer’s sites. All have images
and I’ve even seen prices. I’m interested in what is new, why would I wait two months to
see them in the magazine?
. . . The Village Press, Village Landlords, club picnic, March 22nd - The Beacon, The Tampa Bay
56ers, club picnic, April 5. I was on the National Council of 56 Clubs website and saw those
words “club picnic.” Question: What do they do for fun club social activities in the summer?
Village North has picnics! No snow then – just so you know!
. . . SuzyQ – I’m guessing its Jerry’s 1963 Corvair in the ‘Corvair Lovers Weekend in Pensacola’
picture in The Beacon. I believe it was the excuse for your absence from The Tampa Bay
56ers meeting. Note: Sometimes I miss my ‘63’ Corvair Monza Spyder. Not so much my ’62
Corvair non-turbo model.
. . . For the first time ever, Lemax is offering in 2020, an actual smoking building. It’s the
‘Chestnut Cabin.’ The description does say ‘smoke’ comes out of the chimney. It doesn’t say
what makes the smoke. Note: I remember our Dept. 56 ‘Steen’s Maple House’ smoked has a
timer.‘ We use the piece frequently in our New England Village (or a vignette). We have only
used the ‘smoke’ feature once. As we remember, the smokes maple fragrance, and smoke look,
were fine. It was just difficult to place the house in a location where it was easy to service (i.e.,
add smoke fluid).
. . . Ooops, ‘Snoopy Dancing’ was the name of the Peanuts piece I didn’t name in the last
JSYK. I did provide a Dept. 56 image.
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. . . SuzyQ reminded me “It is the Winter 2019 issue of Village D-Lights that hasn't yet arrived.
Winter 2020 won't be published until at least December 2020. The Winter 2018 issue was so late
it included the 2019 introductions - just so you know!” - My thanks to SuzyQ for the correction.
Note: I had said the “Winter 2020” hasn’t yet arrived. Note #2: The Winter 2019 issue of VDL
arrived March 16th (2020). And yes, it did include the 2020 Dept. 56 introductions.
. . . “This space intentionally left blank.”
. . . Possible vignette dates: May 5, Cinco de Mayo – May 25, Memorial Day.
. . . "Don't worry about the world coming to an end today. It's already tomorrow in Australia." Charles Schultz
. . . Connecting collectors to clubs, and clubs to each other for over 25
years.” Find information about the National Council of 56 Clubs at:
http://www.ncc56.com/. The site includes contact information for possible
clubs in your area.
. . . ‘Make Trax to Jax’ – June 21-28, 2020 - Jacksonville, Florida
http://ncc56.com/2020Jacksonville.pdf or Anita Sanford at msan71082@bellsouth.net
. . . ‘Harry loves Sally’ - we just watched Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan in the 1989 romantic
comedy. It’s one of the movies that Linda and I both enjoy (she made popcorn).
. . . Dept. 56 Facebook Live, March 12, 2020, was ‘A peak into Ms. Lit Towns Treasure
Closet.’ Melinda Seegers found/shared (1). Memories of the Dept. 56, 25th Anniversary in 2001.
10,000 people attended, 300 Dept.56 employees worked, Gerald Charles Dickens was a special
guest.’ (2). A Gold ‘Village Express Van’ that was for prospective stockholders when Dept. 56
went public in 1995. Ξ She also mentioned the lst shipments of 2020 intros are on their way
to dealers. Ξ Melinda also did a drawing for the NCC. The Southwest Villagers, Region 10, won
the DV ‘Russell Street Books’ signed by Barb Lund. The drawing was among all clubs who paid
2020 dues ‘on time.’ A ‘Honey Ham Store’ was won by NCC Rep Julie Horst Jacky. Her Region 9
was one of the regions with 100% dues paid.
. . . March 26!! We began our official village ‘teardown.’ The first to go was our ski hill. It
included: skiers 56; elves 20; snowboarders 5; people on snowshoes 3; snowboarders 7; Santa
and Mrs. Claus; snowmobiles 5; ski lodge; ski jump; halfpipes 2; campfires 2; kids playing 6;
photographers 2; and a skunk. Note: I forgot to count the trees. Update April 14: Dicken’s, one
Alpine village, our small carnival and zoo are all down, cleaned, packaged and put away. Plus
two vignettes are gone. Over half done?
. . . https://theslice.tv/video/christmas-village-march Cheryl and Bob Husby, Duluth, MN. 55
seconds posted March 25 WDSE/WRPT, YouTube. We visited her in February.
https://theslice.tv/video/christmas-village-march
. . . Jerry Sexton, the creator of Tiny Town, passed away on March 21. His lively descriptions of
the many Dept. 56 displays made for fun tours of his South St. Paul home/garage(s). Linda and
I fondly remember our visit to Tiny Town. His enthusiasm was wonderful. He even changed caps
to match the display he was talking about. He, and his wife Marilyn, were wonderful hosts when
we visited their home.
https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/twincities/obituary.aspx?n=gerald-francis-sexton-jerry&a
mp;pid=195771102&fhid=9211
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. . . The clear container below is a great way to store/protect trees. We purchased the first of
our Lemax trees (in these containers) in 2016. We now have thirty such trees (you can’t have
too many trees). Ours are ‘Snow Queen Tree,’ ‘Christmas Bristle Tree,’ ‘Butternut Fir,’ ‘Blue
Spruce’ and ‘Balsam Fir.’ We both think they all have a good look and add to our displays. Linda
thinks the containers are big and take up too much storage room.

Butternut Fir

Balsam Fir

. . . From the Dept. 56 website. - 1999 - In May, the first-ever corporate retail store opened in
the Mall of America in Bloomington, Minnesota, a move that enhanced both brand and product
profile. And for the first time, Department 56 introduced pieces that included exquisite interior
detail.”
. . . I thought a polar plunge would make a fun North Pole piece. I suggested elves jumping into
the ice cold water. Mary responded saying “. . . As for the polar plunge piece, I would make the
jumpers CLOWNS - I don’t think Santa would let his elves participate in that activity. They are
too valuable to him.”
. . . This is an email I sent April 2, 2020: Dept. 56 information: permanent job elimination Kathy Balfanz is no longer employed by Dept. 56. The same thing is true for other outside sales
people and some other personnel.
The Dept. 56 factories and warehouse are temporarily closed, meaning shipping dates will need
to be adjusted. Many people have been temporarily laid-off, leaving a handful of corporate
people to maintain the day-to-day business.
Some of the large corporate customers have cancelled or reduced their 2020 orders, but they
may place re-orders later in the year. Many of the retail stores are currently closed per their
states mandates.
This is certainly not happy information. However, we'll have to see what happens after this virus
is under control.
On a positive note, we are looking forward to the upcoming announcement of the mid-year
releases.
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. . . Gerry is cooking! If you’re not sure who I’m talking about, just ask John.
. . . ‘Davy The Dragon Who Was Afraid’ - the title of the book Linda gave me for my birthday.
What frightened him? I read the book, he was afraid of his ‘fire.’ You know, dragons, breathing
fire. . . . Davy is small and cute – just so you know!
. . . I received a birthday card featuring my 50th birthday bear. BU, the bear, was sitting five
feet away from me as I recently opened the card. A lot of memories of the wonderful present
from thirty years ago. The bear was a gift from thirty lovely dance partners. Note: Linda and I
were not yet together.
. . . Waltzing polar bears – the picture on a birthday card from Linda. “David – Remember when
a waltz was played, we would find each other and meet on the dance floor for the waltz of our
dreams, wrapped in our own special world, the dance of love. – Linda”
. . . Have you seen the Progressive Insurance TV ad featuring Flo and Bigfoot? If not, his name
is Darryl.

Sasquatch Foot Print

Sasquatch/Darryl

Sasquatch Family

Note: I knew about the Dept. 56’ Sasquatch’ and the ‘Sasquatch Family’ accessories. Never have
I noticed the two startled kids with the ‘Sasquatch Foot Print.’
. . . Ellen Beighley, passed away on Dec 31, 2019. We last visited with her at the Chicago
Gathering in 2018. Our first picture from the event was husband Hal escorting her down the hall
of the hotel in her wheelchair. I used the image below instead because it was the one she asked
me take at the event. She wanted to show off her new Village Idiots vest. Ellen, and the other
members of the ‘Lemon Drop Committee,’ was presented the National Council of 56 Clubs
‘Presidents Award’ at the gathering.
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. . . I’m sure they look at each other’s brochures. This time I can say it was Lemax doing the
looking. In 2017 we bought the, then new, Dept. 56 New England Village ‘Wenham Lake Ice
Delivery.’ This year Lemax has introduced the ‘Ice Rakers.’ In my opinion, Wenham Lake is
much better done. The Raker is more interesting.

Lemax ‘Ice Rakers’

Dept. 56 ‘Wenham Lake Ice Delivery’

I grew up in the Central Hillside of Duluth, MN. Many of our neighbors had ice delivered via a
horse driven cart. The ice was used in ice box (not everyone had a refrigerator). We purchased
‘Wenham Lake Ice Delivery’ as a memory piece.
. . . I’m planning to maybe put together a summertime display. The two new sets of players
from Lemax might fit right in. Nine players (one of the teams has a goal keeper), and an official.
I like the movement and color they would add. The 2020 intros will be available this month.

‘Playing Soccer’

‘Soccer Practice’

. . . Following is a response to my comments on the new Lemax ‘Waltz
Weary.’ “Hi David, just read your latest article. Judging from the
clothing, could this be a couple from the days of the endurance
contest dances? The last couple still on the floor moving and touching,
wins $100, a large gift (for the times) something on that order? Just a
thought. – Cindy”

. . . Linda and I are staying at home. Our main project is to take down our displays. We’ve
usually had two friends helping us. A system was developed after six or seven years, and it goes
quite fast. When you take Carol and Barbara out of the mix it is a whole lot slower. We have
always appreciated their assistance, now we realize how much they truly did.
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. . . Our computer guy, my brother Charlie, stopped by yesterday. (Our first visitor in a month).
He was able to get the computer to work well enough to send out this JSYK. My thanks to him.
You know I don’t have a schedule. It all depends on what folks tell me, what I find elsewhere
and what Linda says. It is frustrating to me when I can’t send receive or send emails.
. . . Linda and I visited JD Anderson in Petoskey, MN In 2009. He had recently finished his Dept.
56 Snow Village display (containing every SV piece). It was in the forty by sixty foot addition
to his home built for his display (see below). It even contained seven operating model trains. A
nice memory.

. . . Notes: We have driven our car 61 miles in the last thirty-one days – sixty one miles! . . .
Linda is busy sewing facemasks, forty-two so far. She has given out twenty-five. . . . We have
three teddy bears in our front window. They hold friendly ‘hello signs’ for those passing by. We
have a fair amount of walkers on our street - people and dogs with their people.
. . . All is fine on East Toledo Street, hope you can all say the same.

Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome.
You can contact me at: spears.duluth@juno.com, 105 E Toledo
St., Duluth, MN 55811 or (218) 724-6148.
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